Learn to Touch
Type

in just

90
minutes

KAZ (Keyboard A-Z)

This single 90-minute KAZ
course will REVOLUTIONISE
YOUR working day
EVERYDAY!
(… and thats for the rest of you life!)

You’ll wonder how YOU ever managed before….
Hold onto any pre-conceptions you may
have about touch typing - see what
YOU are missing……..
Following a year-long research study on
its effectiveness, The Open University
provided the KAZ course to over
400,000 students. These students had
to balance work and study under
pressure and had little or no spare time.
This simple, quick and easy course won
back time for these students, allowing
them to focus on their work rather than
the keyboard.

YOU can now get the same benefits.
Just 90 minutes is all you need to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Save time today and everyday
Really enjoy using your computer
Type rhythmically, accurately and faster than you thought possible
Think about what you want to write instead of how you type
Save time correcting typing errors
Help protect yourself from RSI
Really impress yourself and your colleagues

If you thought touch typing was not for you or that it was too hard to learn, be
prepared to be pleasantly surprised! KAZ, short for 'Keyboarding A-Z' uses a unique,
scientifically developed ACCELERATED LEARNING method of teaching, that teaches
most people how to touch type the A-Z keys in just 90 minutes! OK, you won't be
touch typing at speed immediately BUT you will be touch typing with all 10 fingers speed will soon follow.
Just imagine being able to effectively ‘think type' your words straight onto the screen
at speed without making or correcting typing errors. This has been described as
throwing off lead weighted boots.
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If you think you already type quickly with 2 fingers - try typing with all 10! Remember
that although you will need to take a step back to learn properly, you will quickly
overtake your old speed and make far fewer typing mistakes.

Ideally set aside 90 minutes to learn to Type the A-Z keys correctly. First, listen to the
short introductory section in ‘Flying Start’, explaining how KAZ works and then move
onto the following section called 'The Basics’ - where you will learn to touch type the
A-Z keys in record time using specific combinations and progressions of just 11 words
in 5 phrases. You can then progress through the course finishing with KAZ
‘SpeedBuilder' - where you will improve your skill and accuracy.
Please don’t be tempted to revert back to using just ‘2 fingers’. Use your new skill
immediately as you work. Initially, you must expect to be slower at touch typing.
Remember sometimes it is necessary to take one step back in order to take 2 forward.
Finally, take a look at the 'My Settings' tab, located in the top banner on the ‘Select
your KAZ version’ page (here you can enlarge/reduce the screen size as preferred)
and lastly, amaze yourself when you view your progress in the 'My Results' tab.
Good luck and happy learning!
The KAZ Team

So, what are you waiting for?
Start learning today and get
your kids learning too with
our new JUNIOR and FAMILY
editions!
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